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H shape is favored by designers for its concise contour and stable feature, and has been extensively applied 

to architecture and industrial designs, embodying everlasting classic. 

" 

--H'UP  

CLAUDIO BELLINI DESIGN  

"The process of design includes seeking, discovering, and 

creating beauty, which is an innate mission for designers." 

- Designer of H'UP

CLAUDIO BELLINI DESIGN 
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A chair that follows your spine 

According to medical researches, the largest contributor of the pain in your shoulder, 

neck and lumbar is your overloaded spine. When there is too much pressure on your 

spine, the muscles will be allocated to bear some of it, which will then lead to pain and 

illness. When you are seated, the backrest is the only protection for your spine. As 

we are of different heights, our spines need protection of different lengthens as well. 

However, traditional chairs with backrests of the same height do not suit everyone. 

H'UP, is born for this reason. Equipped with a backrest that is adjustable within the 

range of 50mm, H'UP covers 130mm height difference. It follows your spine, and could 

be customized based on your height. 
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See, you are always sensitive to fashion and new trend. 

H'UP, with support of the artistically-designed H-shaped 

backrest, is the chair perfect for you. 
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20° synchronized tilting mechanism 

The armrest, backrest, and the seat are connected to 
implement synchronized tilting, further equipped with 
an elastic headrest, providing you with comfortable 
sitting and lying experience. 

® No Adjustment Needed 

No extra lumbar support device, only 

the special mesh 
The backrest and armrest with synchronized 
tilting mechanism and the elastic headrest 
provide you with comfortable sitting 
experience. 

©
Seamless Support 

 

Art of mix-and-match 
With combination of aluminum alloy and 
nylon, the H-shaped backrest embrace you 
with a sense of art. 

®
 Stretching in 
Sports 
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Move back and forth within the range 

of 30mm 

Adjust the area where your elbows are placed 

to make your neck and shoulders more 

comfortable. 

® 3D Armrest (1st D) 

Adjust the height of armrest within 

the range of 100mm 

Adjust the armrest to best suit your height and 

make your neck and shoulders more 

comfortable. 

®
 
3D Armrest (2nd D) 

Move left and right within the range of 

20mm 

Adjust the armrest to best suit the width of your 

elbows and make your neck and shoulders more 

comfortable. 

® 3D Armrest (3rd D) 
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You are thinking, and indulging yourself in this happy 
moment.
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Seat: controlled by wire, 
resetautomatically. 
Move back and forth within the range of 

50mm and adjust the height within a range of 

80mm to suit people of different heights. 

@ No strength needed 

Italian Donati mechanism, 
convenient controlling knob 
Achieve tilting and height-adjustment 

conveniently with one switch, guaranteed 

with world-class techniques. 

@ Adjust conveniently 

Controlling knobs on both sides, 
could be locked to 4 positions 
The one in the right side is for height

adjusting, and the one in the left side is for 

tilting: both are controlling knobs near at your 

hands. 

® Easy to operate 
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Abandon the all-or-none thinking, and face the world in 
your best shape.
Adjust the height, broaden your horizon, and cope with 
any meeting of any topic easily.
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 Product Specification 

CHOS0SW 

W675*D595*H1095(mm) 

CHO82SW 

W675*D585*H1085(mm) 

CHO60SW 

W675*D580*H940(mm) 

CHO62SW 

W675*D570*H935(mm) 

CHO81SW 

W675*D595*H 1095(mm) 

CHO83SW 

W675*D585*H 1085(mm) 

CHO61SW 

W675*D580*H940(mm) 

CHO63SW 

W675*D570*H935(mm) 

Product Specification 

Twin-Wire Fabric/ Back Net 

-JJ<f!!, 
Gray 

Mf!!. 
Blue 

�f!!,
Black

£If!!. 
Red 

 

Product specification changes are subjuct to the real product. No further notice prior to changes. 
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